THE LALIT – LONDON
A Siminetti Case Study

A Cultural Cauldron
"The emperor of Indian
Hospitality is now at her
Majesty’s shores! An
amalgamation of two
cultures and countries, the
LaLit London is a cultural
cauldron, redefining the
grammar of luxury."

Executive Summary
Siminetti Mother of Pearl Mosaics, used to define the
ceilings in the guests Teacher’s Lounge.
21m2 of Siminetti ‘NATURAL’ Mother of Pearl
Harmonie mosaics supplied.
Siminetti Mother of Pearl Harmonie mosaics selected
as a preferred ceiling finish to encapsulate the
textures and finishes through-out the property.
Client – The LaLit Group
Architect Practice – EPR Architects
Design Practice – Archer Humphryes
Project Completion – 2018
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Challenges

Siminetti ‘Natural’ Harmonie Mosaic

Situated on the South Bank of London
and occupying the former home of a
renowned London grammar school, the
client wished to apply Mother of Pearl to
the ceilings of one of the guest areas, The
Teachers Lounge.
Standard forms of Mother of Pearl mosaic
tiles would be unsuitable due to the
requirement for grouting between the
mosaic tiles and the risk created with the
potential for the grout to fall away.
The Siminetti Harmonie series, removed
the requirement for grout as each mosaic
piece is placed against each other,
offering a safe solution to the clients
requirements, whilst still ensuring the
luxury and feel that Mother of Pearl offers.
The ceiling areas were completed using
paper-faced sheets ensuring 100% of
each mosaic piece was fixed into the
substrate adhesive.
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Siminetti NATURAL Harmonie, is a Freshwater Pearl mosaic
which is available in 18 colours. Supplied on Mesh Backed or
Paper Faced sheets, the Siminetti Harmonie Series, requires no
grouting and is perfect for ceilings, furnishings and feature walls.
Bespoke styles are available on request.
Siminetti Mother of Pearl mosaics are sourced from eco-friendly,
sustainable sources, are exceptionally strong and suitable for wall
and floor surfaces. All Siminetti mosaics have BS EN ISO
Certification and NATURAL as seen at the LaLit Hotel, is suitable
for internal and external use.
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